Blend in Stand Out

REAL HAIR EXTENSIONS

Chameleons Hair Salon
28 Clarence Street
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire
GL50 3NX

www.chameleonshair.com

TEL 01242 514778

If after the consultation you
wish to proceed we will ask for
a deposit of 25% of the quoted
amount and a date we be set
for your appointment.
For obvious reasons you must
not change your hair colour
between the consultation and
the appointment.
The quote you receive at your
consultation is valid for one
calendar month, the deposit is
non returnable and is forfeit if
the appointment is not kept for
any reason.

Balmain Fill
In extensions
are an innovative method of
adding volume, colour, creating
texture or adding length to your
natural hair, the possibilities
are endless. The Balmain extensions come in a full range of
colours both in
natural and fantasy, 72 shades
in total and 3 textures, straight
wavy and curly, plus a range of
dreadlocks, braids and hair
accessories.
Balmain Fill In extensions are
suitable for just about
everyone.

Prices
We are often asked to price
extensions on the phone this
is not possible, as the work
needed to achieve the
desired result may very
enormously. We would ask
you read this section
carefully and
contact us on the
same day that
you wish to have
your consultation .
This consultation is
Free and will take
approximately 15
minutes.

How Are They Applied ?
During the process a small,
highlight size section is taken
and added to a similar size
section of your own natural
hair, these are joined together
using a wax bond. This bond
will remain in place for up to
three months and will not
damage the natural hair in any
way. The extensions last 3 to 4
months depending on the
natural hair growth, after care
and maintenance, The better
care they receive the longer
they last.

How Are They
Maintained ?
During the 3 to 4 months it is
normal to lose a few extensions
or the odd bond may become
visible, this is due to your
natural hair growth. To
compliment your home
aftercare regime and help you
keep your extensions beautiful,
we recommend a regular
maintenance visit to the salon
(see Our Commitment To You).
This could be every four to six
weeks and your stylist will
reapply any extension that has
fallen out or become loose.
This will ensure they stay
looking great. We recommend
a full removal after around
three months. This is because
as the extensions move down
the hair shaft the bonds will
begin to show and your natural
hair loss is held within the
extension bond. If they are not
removed at this time it could
cause damage to the natural
hair.

Our Commitment To You
We at Chameleons want you to
be happy with your extensions
and to that aim with your first
appointment we will provide the
equipment (Balmain Extension
Brush ), the aftercare products
(Chameleons Hair Extension
Shampoo,& Chameleons
Hair Extension Conditioner),
We will also include within
the quoted price a
maintenance appointment
after four weeks (so if any of
the extensions do happen to
come out keep them and we
will put them back in) and also
an appointment to remove the
extensions at three months. All
you should need to keep your
hair looking fantastic.

All the products mentioned
within this leaflet are available
at reception.

Brushing
When brushing your hair it is
always better to use a large
soft bristle brush (see Our
Commitment To You), this will
ensure the hair does not snag
or catch your extension bonds,
which other types of brushes
might. Using the
recommended brush will leave
the hair shiny and in optimum
condition. We recommend you
begin brushing at the ends of
your hair, then move up to the
mid lengths and finally brush
the root area. At night gently
tie your hair back in a loose
braid or twist before retiring;
this will help prevent tangles or First brush your hair
knots.
thoroughly (see Brushing), then soak your
hair with warm water, it is
important that you do not
turn your head upside down
while washing always wash
Do Not use Shampoos or con- your hair from the crown down.
ditioners that contain oils or
Next apply shampoo, We recfruit acids, such as wheat germ ommend using Chameleons
or citrus.
Hair Extension Shampoo (see
Using shampoos or condition- Our Commitment To You) .
ers with these ingredients
Distribute a normal amount of
could result in damage to your shampoo at the root area; gen
extension bonds.
tly massaging in small circles
When rinsing your hair, rinse
over the scalp, this will cleanse
for a few seconds extra as the both the natural hair and the
extra volume created by your
extensions.
extensions will mean it takes a It is not advisable to scrub
little longer to rinse.
the mid lengths or the ends
Never sleep with wet or damp as these will be cleansed
hair as it could affect the
sufficiently during the rinsbonds or may cause the hair to ing process and scrubtangle.
bing them could cause
If you have an oily scalp wash them to tangle up.
it regularly, as a build up of
natural oils could lead to your
wax bonds slipping or falling
out.

Cleansing

Hot Hints

You can now brush the ends
using your soft bristle brush,
this will help ensure every hair
us coated thoroughly with conditioner. You should leave the
conditioner treatment on for a
minimum of three minutes and
a maximum of ten minutes.
Once conditioned, rinse thoroughly with warm water, remember you will need to
rinse for a little longer than
usual as you now have
more hair.
You should consider completing your after care
routine with Balmain
Aqualizer as a finishing
spritz, or the Balmain
Leave in Conditioning
Spray. Also available is Balmain specialist Oil Treatment
for the ends of the hair, this
makes an excellent weekly
treatment.
Rinse thoroughly and repeat as
necessary but usually one
wash should be sufficient.

Drying And
Styling

You can leave the hair extensions to dry naturally or blow
dry them, if using a hairdryer
To condition we recommend
you apply Balmain Hair Repair we suggest that you use a low
heat and a soft bristle brush to
treatment (see Our Commitstyle the hair extensions as
ment To You) every time you
other brushes may catch on the
wash your extensions. Apply
Wax seals, Once the hair is dry
the Hair Repair to the mid
you may style using Carmen
lengths and ends only, do not
apply to the scalp or the bonds, hot rollers, hot sticks, curling
tongs or hair straighteners.
Gently massage, distributing
These processes are not possithe conditioner thoroughly.
ble on synthetic hair extensions

Conditioning

Towel Drying
After rinsing squeeze excess
water from the hair and wrap a
towel around the head and
gently pat towel to remove
moisture from the hair, avoid
rubbing the scalp or hair.
Next gently brush your hair with
the soft bristle brush, begin at
the ends moving to mid length
and finally the roots.

Removal And ReApplication
Removal is a simple procedure,
which does not damage the
hair in any way if performed by
your extension stylist (see Our
Commitment To You). A removal solution is applied to the
Wax Bond, after pressure is
applied the bond
disintegrates and the extension
is removed. Your hair is then
brushed thoroughly and shampooed, conditioned and dried.
Balmain guarantees the condition of the Human Hair extensions for 6 months when
following the Balmain aftercare
plan. They may last longer if
they are properly cared for. The
good news is that your extension stylist can reapply a percentage of the extensions
using the Balmain Re-bond
system. This reapplication is
very cost effective, significantly
lowering the cost of your subsequent hair extension application

